Abstract. An rf frequency rotator magnet provides a useful tool for manipulating particle spins in any accelerator or storage ring with polarized beams. This note briefly demonstrates the general idea of the rotator-aided crossing of spin resonance and sketches the proof of a general theorem about the process. The important question of whether this technique can be useful for a specific spin resonance at a particular accelerator involves a detailed analysis of the impact of the rotator on a range of machine parameters.
The use of coherent rotator magnets for the manipulation of particle spins in accelerators and storage rings has a venerable history. For example, in a series of experiments at IUCF [1] , a group led by A. Krisch has conclusively demonstrated the value of both rf-dipole and rf-solenoid rotators. It is particularly important to note the results of the Brookhaven accelerator group reported at this meeting [2] , involving the use of an rf-dipole magnet to aid in the crossing of intermediate-strength intrinsic resonances in the AGS.
Instead of dealing with a specific situation, it is constructive to first consider a general theorem involving the use of rotators. For this purpose, a rotator will be defined as a device which produces a localized magnetic field intersecting the beam as given by, ( )
In this context it will be assumed that the magnet parameters can be adjusted independently and are controllable on a time scale that is long compared to
and vary these parameters to aid in resonance crossing. It is important for this discussion that it is possible to vary m C over a sufficient range to produce an induced spin resonance capable of generating a spin flip.
We can think of a spin resonance as an operator that impacts the polarization of a beam when the spin tune, ( ) s t ν , passes the resonance frequency. The strength of a resonance is important. If a spin resonance is sufficiently weak, it is possible to cross the resonance rapidly with little or no depolarization. Conversely, if it is sufficiently strong, it is possible to use the Froissart-Stora [3] technique of adiabatic crossing to induce a spin flip. Measuring the beam polarization before and after crossing, we label the two limits / 1
/ 1 f i P P ≅ − (5) as "controlled" crossings since they do not destroy beam polarization. Those resonances which are dangerous to polarization are of intermediate strength and do not allow "controlled" crossings.
A rotator magnet operating as described above creates an induced spin resonance at ( ) m t ν with a strength that can be varied from weak to strong depending on the value of ( ) m C t . With these preliminaries, we can formulate a no-depolarization condition with the following theorem.
Theorem.
Assume The proof of this simple theorem utilizes quantum-mechanical operator mixing and the fact that the interference of the operators prevents an overlap of two resonances so that the { ,t ν } plane is cut by the two resonance lines as indicated in Fig. 1 . In addition, in regions where operator mixing is important, the interference effects that mix the operators assure that both resonances will have similar strength. Varying the magnet parameters therefore allows control location of the induced resonance and of the strength of both resonances over a finite region of the { ,t ν } plane. Coordination of the acceleration path ( ) s t ν with the variation of the magnet parameters therefore allows a path which either avoids the "mixed" resonances or executes two "controlled" crossings.
To convert this from a simple mathematical plane-cutting theorem to a physics "no depolarization" theorem requires a considerable understanding of the impact of the operation of the rotator magnet on other accelerator parameters. The theorem cannot guarantee that the technique will be practical. Unlike the operation of a Siberian Snake [4] , the use of a coherent rotator magnet merely aids in the crossing of a resonance; it does not eliminate a class of resonances. Application of the technique requires testing and polarization measurements to achieve optimal results. Because of the time required to perform a polarization measurement, this can be a serious obstacle. However, once a successful resonance-crossing strategy has been determined, it can be successfully repeated without further input from polarization measurements. The experiments at IUCF have shown that adiabatic spin flips through controlled resonance crossings require tuning efforts. Avoiding a resonance crossing does not guarantee that there will be no depolarization. Because of spin-tune "spread" and other effects, operating a beam near a resonance for a finite amount of time can lead to depolarization just like a resonance crossing. The results of the Brookhaven group justify the use of resonance crossings. [2] The techniques of varying the magnet parameters outlined here merit further study but do not guarantee results.
